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Members of the Georgetown University Student Association (GUSA), representatives from the five Academic
Councils and the office of the Associate
Vice-Presidents have begun discussing
the establishment of a committee to investigate the state of academic integrity
at GU.
“Our ultimate goal is to change the
institutional culture surrounding aca~ demic integrity,” said Heidi Byrnes, associate vice president for main campus

| academic affairs.

. “The Council of Assistant and Asso-

ciate Deans voted last spring in favor of
looking into forming a task force. . . and
we are likely to go in that direction,” she
said.
In the past few weeks, discussion
about academic integrity and the possi‘bility of adopting an honor code has
escalated within many bodies of the
university. Much of the current discussion stems from the sharp rise in the
‘number of cases of academic dishonesty
that were prosecuted in the School of
Foreign Service (SFS) last semester.

According to Byrnes, many ideas are
still in the brainstorming stages, but
~ “things are likely to be moving along
swiftly as the project has taken on rapid
significance.” Byrnes said she would be
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night in the ICC Auditorium. The forum

Byrnesto discuss collaboration between
the administration and students.
“An honor code is one possibility, but
we discussed more how to make the GU
environment a place where it is not acceptable to cheat,” Kenna said. “It is all
in the beginning stages now but Dr.
Byrnes said any task force formed would
be. . . heavily weighted with students.”
According to Ben Chang (CAS ’94),

lasted for an hour and was attended by over
150 students.
The speakers addressed the condition of
Georgetown’s current financial aid budget
and discussed ways of improving it.

plied for financial aid for the first time in
1992. “The recession hit us at Georgetown
very hard last September,” DeGioia said.
Since the office was only budgeted to meet
the need of 119 of these students, it fell short
about one million dollars. To make up the

’96), amember of the Joint Policy Com-

“[There are] some serious defects with the

president of the SFS Academic Council,

“Byrnes threw her support behind us
and is anxious to see a joint dialogue.”
“We discussed how we can give the
matter an additional level of importance
and decidedto...involve the faculty and
administration,” Byrnes said. “In all likelihood [the process] should extend
throughout the academic year.”
Kenna saidit could be “maybe amonth
or more” before a task force convenes
“as we are still in the mode of introducing the topic to the students [and com-

demic integrity include “professors describing their specific expectations on
their syllabi” Kenna said. “It is one idea
that has been kicking around.”
Chang emphasized the importance of
including faculty in the discussion.
“While students must abide by any [new
code], faculty must come on board on
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[to Georgetown],” DeGioia said.

mittee on Academic Affairs, met with

code, other suggestions to enhance aca-

Ben Chang (SFS *94).

Staff Writer

DeGioia spoke about the problems that
have been plaguing the financial aid office
since last year. He said too many returning
students needed financial aid last year and
the university was not equipped to deal with
their need.

“We will probably have a forum next
semester and more will be done next
semester. We don’t want to push this
down people’s throats,” Chang said.
Along with the proposal for an honor

"Sean Redmond/ The HOY.
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Associate Vice President John J. DeGioia.

this,” Chang said.
According to GUSA President Rick
Heitzmann (GSB ’94), GUSA plans to
“educate the student population first,
discuss the implications of all the options and then make a decision of what
to do next.”
Earlier this fall GUSA conducted a
general survey during the Student AcSee HONOR CODE, p. 3

financial aid program,” DeGioia said. He
added that the financial aid office was looking at a total deficit of two million dollars for
this year.
But DeGioia said Georgetown will maintain its need-blind admissions policy and will
continue to meet the full demonstrated need
of students.
These goals “ensure the best and brightest

DeGioia said 269 upperclass students ap-

shortage, the university used money set aside

for new building projects and for hiring new
faculty. “Fortunately, we were able to secure
additional funds,” DeGioia said.
Because of the state of the budget, DeGioia
said the Board of Directors of the financial
aid department decided last year to launch a fundraiser for financial aid packages for
See FINANCIAL AID, p. 3

GUSA Creates Syllabi File in Lauinger Library
By Daniel C. Erck
HOYA Staff Writer

As students preregister for spring classes next week,
GUSA'’s new syllabi file at the reserve desk in Lauinger
Library could help students obtain a more detailed view of the
classes they might select, according to Sam Kenna (CAS ’96),
coordinator for GUSA’s academic affairs committee.
Kenna said the file will be available Monday, and will
initially include only fall courses. “The majority of the syllabi
are for fall classes. . . it was unrealistic to try and include
syllabi for spring classes,” Kenna said. He said most professors had not yet prepared syllabi for spring 1994 courses.
Kenna said students could use the file to help them choose
classes. “The syllabi will help students decide which courses
are for them,” Kenna said. “If you have access to the syllabi
you can decide which course is best for you, which classes
have more papers and which classes have more exams.”
According to Kenna, the file includes materials from a wide
variety of subjects. “[The file] includes syllabi from all of the
major departments and about 70 percent of the smaller departments,” Kenna said.

Kenna said the government and history departments provided syllabi for all of their courses, while the English depart-

ment had no syllabi on file but course descriptions were
substituted instead.
James Slevin, chair of the English department, said no
syllabi were provided because professors frequently restructure their courses. He said the course descriptions provide all
the important information students will need when deciding

upona class.
“It’s too bad that we can’t have a total compilation, but
that’s unrealistic,” Kenna said. “Nonetheless, it’s a good start
to providing solid information to students about the courses
they may take.”
“[We’ve had a] positive response from most departments.
.. professors were very cooperative,” Kenna said.
Jeffrey Von Arx, SJ, chair of the history department, said,
the syllabi file will be auseful resource. “Students should have
as much information [as possible] about the courses they may

take. [The syllabi file] will help students become more intelligent consumers,” he said.
But Von Arx added that the file will only be useful if it is
periodically updated by GUSA.
Kenna said the file will be updated throughout the term to
provide information to people choosing classes during Add/
Drop week. “The syllabi file will be updated on a regular

Staff Writer

The Fine Arts Department will be offering a new three
credit, 100 level music course next semester entitled “Theory
and Performance Practice of Choral Literature’
— the first
course that incorporates both choral literature and performance in the syllabus and the next step in the department’s
current expansion.
“This is the first time in 200 years that anyone will get credit
for singing at Georgetown,” said professor Clifford Chiello,
* chair of the Fine Arts Department.
According to professor Philip Tacka, who will teach the
course, the department added the course as a result of student
pressure. “[The department is] hoping to fulfill [student]
need,” he said. “There are a very high percentage of students
oncampus who have been part of all-state performing groups,”
and those students want to continue singing at Georgetown, he
added.

“[The course] fits into an ongoing

process of program

==

“development,” Chieffo said. He said the class would comple-

ment existing music theory courses offered in the department,
in much the same way a studio art class complements a wit
history course.
According to’ Tacka, the course will center around the
performance of music and works of twentieth century composers. Tacker said the course will include “a lot of car
training and sight singing.”

“[The course] is an opportunity to study music through
performance,” Tacker - added.
The class will give aconcert at the end of the semester based
on what they have learned in the course. Tacker said the main
picce that the class would be studying is the “Durflie Requicm™ by Maurice Durflie. He added that other pieces are
planned, but remain tentative.
ChielTo said students who wish to continue studying and
singing choral music could participate in the course several
times. The course could be taken either as a free elective or
toward the fine wis major in the College of Arts and Sciences
up to three times for a maximum of nine credits. Chieffo added
that interested students could continue after that and earn one
credit for cach semester that they are enrolled in the course.

Chieffo said the course is for “anybody that can carry a tune.
It doesn’t mean that it's exclusively for golden throated

«GOVERNMENT PROFESSOR
JOSEPH LEPGOLD gives afaculty

Donahue

wwblers.™

“Eich semester will yield a different content of students
and hopefully we will get continuing students to develop a
working chorus,” Chieffo said.
Tucker praised the college for offering the new program.
“The College of Arts und Sciences is really dignifying the role
of music within this program,” he said.
Current efforts we also underway in the Fine Arts Department to introduce photography as “a new medium within the
studio department,” Chieffo said.
He added that a photography studio course should be in
place by the Fall 1994 semester.
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See VIEWPOINT, p. 5.

view on the honor code issue.
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DAVID CLOPPER (SFS ’94)
explains that students have been debating the honor code issue long before it became a hot issue this semester.

See VIEWPOINT,p. 5.

+ MASK AND BAUBLE shows the
campus their work ethic with their new
production of Working, opening this
weekend.
See ENTERTAINMENT, p. 6.
« OSCAR
WINNERS
EMMA
THOMPSON
AND
ANTHONY
HOPKINS team up again in Remains of
the Day, another elegant movie from the
Merchant-Ivory team.
See ENTERTAINMENT, p. 6.

Hunter Gary/The HOYA

encouraged

students

to make a conscious effort to define their lives and to gain new
insights into the world. “Put yourself in a culture that looks at the

world in aradically different way,”
he said.
“Learn to open up to others. Be
receptive,” he added.
Donahue spoke about his own
religious ideas and his search for
faith. “I have always been motivated by a desire to understand
my own religious faith,” he said.

Intellectuals such as Erik
Erikson have been a major influ-
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Dean of Students and theology
professor James A. Donahue gave
an informal talk in the Village A
community room Wednesday, discussing his personal life and giving advice to students.
Donahue was the final speaker
in the “Last Lecture Series” sponsored by the Village A program
committee.
Donahue said one of the most
compelling beliefs in his life has
been that “life is not random. I am
driven by the impulse to try to
make sense out of it all,” he said.
Donahue said the search for individual freedom is also an idea he
finds important. “The belief that
freedom is at the heart of our personal and social enterprise is absolutely essential,” he said.

Course Features Instruction in Choral Singing For Credit
By Steven Slawinski

|
Sam Kenna (CAS ’96).

basis,” Kenna said.

Fine Arts Offers Experimental Class
HOYA

12, 1993

Associate Vice President John J. DeGioia,
Dean of Financial Aid Patricia McWade and
Assistant Director of Financial Aid Edward
McDermott spoke at a financial aid forum
cosponsored by the Georgetown University
Student Association (GUSA) Wednesday

munity] at large.”

il.

November

students. . .ensure a diverse student body. .
.and ensure that the middle class has access

By Steven Slawinski

Council presidents and Sam Kenna (CAS

:

FAX
687-3929

DeGioia, McWade Explain Shortages in Funding

“speaking with Father Heelan in the
near future,” since he holds the final
authority to appoint a committee to investigate issues of academic integrity.
“I already wrote a memo to the associate deans telling them about our discussions thus far,” Burns said. She added
that “the entire purpose will only be
successful through public discourse.”
Last Monday, the five Academic

Staff Writer

Friday— Mostly sunny, mid 60s
Saturday— Partly cloudy, low 60s
Sunday— Overcast, high 50s

Forum Features Discussion
On Financial Aid Problems

Administration Gathers Opinions on Honor Code
- By Caroline Good

BUSINESS/ADVERTISING
687-3947

The Three-Day Forecast

ence on his life, Donahuesaid. “He

held the view that every stage in
one’s life, there is a crisis. The
most important thing that you can
do to grow and mature as an individual is to grapple with the crisis,” he said.
Donahue also talked about less
serious subjects, and revealed that
one of hisregrets in life was that he
never attended a Grateful Dead
concert. “I’ve just got to get off my
rear end and do it,” he said.

» THE FIELD HOCKEY TEAM
endsits season with aloss to Villanova
and a 4-13-1 record, but looks to rebuild for next season.

See SPORTS,p. 10.
« KEN HOUSE (CAS ’94) AND
SCOTT KOZAK (SFS ’94) analyze

the state of the football team after last
week’s dismal loss to St. John’s.
See SPORTS, p. 10.

Sarah George/The HOYA

— Angela Moore

Wednesday, Nov 17, 1993
7:00pm, White-Gravenor 201A

RA positions are open to rising juniors
and seniors.

AA positions are open to rising sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
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Wednesday, Nov 17, 1993
8:00pm, White-Gravenor 201A
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Tuesday, Nov 16, 1993
8:00pm, White-Gravenor 201A
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$37.95)

Size XXL Sale:
(Reg:

$34.99

$41.95)

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
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The Leavey Center Bookstore is proudto present a new collection of aah,
cotton rich sweatshirts with updated yet traditional university graphics. "Big
Cotton" is shrinkage controlled fabric allowing for a great fit wash after wash.
Come on in and feel the difference "Big Coffon" makes!
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7:00pm, White-Gravenor 201A
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“NEWS
Kaplan finds
magic formula.

GU Holds Financial Aid Forum

Again.
Proof that
no one knows tests
like Kaplan:

DPS

of the students. The university matches
FINANCIAL AID, from p. 1
that need with its own funds in the form
the Class of 1997 and subsequent classes. of scholarships and grants.
DeGioia said the grant program costs
“I'have a good deal of confidence that
we will be successful in this fund raising Georgetown $20 million and is the second largest piece of the university’s budeffort,” DeGioia said.
DeGioia also addressed the issue of : get. He also said 40 percent of the sturising tuition. “We need to significantly dent body has unmet need and the avercontrol tuition,” DeGioia said. “It is age family income of a student on finanabsolutely crucial to maintain a need cial aid is $57,000.
DeGioia said the university’s small
blind admissions policy and fulfilling
the full demonstrated need of students,” endowment contributes to the crunch in
he said.
the financial aid budget. He contrasted
According to DeGioia, the financial Georgetown’s endowment of $550 milaid office factors in parent contribu- lionendowment to Harvard University’s
$5 billion endowment.
tions, loans, work study and summer
McWade spoke briefly about the stajobs to compute the amount of tuition
that students can pay. That amount is tus of Georgetown ’s current endowment.
subtracted from Georgetown’s total tu- She said the financial aid policies at
ition of $26,000 to find the unmet need Georgetown and Harvard are very simi-

Kaplan has found a pattern behind GRRE Pattern Identification questions—a way
for you to get them right nearly every time. In seconds. Even if you don't understand
the question. And because the method works best on harder questions, you have
more time to work on the easy ones.
And, with the largest staff of researchers in the industry—spending $2 million a
year analyzing the tests—you have to expect this sort of thing. Kaplan has “broken

Nov. 3, 9:27 p.m.: N St., 3600
block. Student reported her credit
card company notified her a thief
unsuccessfully tried to commitcredit
card fraud with one of her credit
cards. A fraudulent purchase was
made on another credit card. A report was filed with Metro Police
Department.
Nov. 5, 8:50 p.m.: Key

Bridge.

Studentreported being robbed of her
shoulder bag at gunpoint. The sus-

pect was described as a male with a
small moustache and short hair cut,
carrying a semi-automatic handgun.
Nov. 5, 3:32 a.m.: Darnall Caf-

eteria. Student was arrested after two
students observed him destroying
university property with a steel pole.

the code” on three other question-types since 1982, contributing to the removal of
those questions from the tests.

Honor Code Discussion Continues

All of this means you score higher.

Nov.

HONOR CODE, from p. 1
tivities Fair which included a question
about honor codes. Students were asked
to rate the necessity of an honor code at
GU on a scale of 1 to 5.

review, and practice tests.

With Kaplan’s help, you could know the tests better

According to Heitzmann, of 298 sur-

than the test-makers.

To learn how we did it, call 1-800-KAP-TEST.

K A P L A M
The answer to the test question

veys 28.2 percent of students marked 5
(strongly agree) and 22.5 percent marked’
4 (agree). Still a significant number,
27.1 percent, marked 1 or 2 (disagree).
The average score was 3.35 on the scale
The Academic Councils are currently
conducting anew survey entirely about
academic dishonesty during pre-registration.
According to Chang, the survey includes questions designed to gauge
whether students believe there is a problem with academic integrity at GU. “We
asked broad questions to try to get a
sense for what the attitude of the stu-

dents is,” Chang said. In addition, the
councils are considering atelephone poll
in the future.
According to Judith Viggers Nordin,
GUrepresentative to the Center for Academic Integrity, “schools from around
the country are discussing these issues.”
The Center for Academic Integrity is a
multi-university conference that grew
out of a Princeton University survey on
cheating. Representatives meet to “discuss what causes academic integrity and
how infractions are best handled,”
Nordin said.

33rd St.,

a male, 210 Ibs., and bearded.

Nov. 7, 1 p.m.: Basic Science
Exterior railing. Student reported
theft of Schwinn bicycle which had
been secured to the railing with a Ulock.

Byrnes said she was enthusiastic about
the project. “Iliked the student initiative
and am very interested in working with
students on this. All the excitement and
initiative surrounding this issue needs to
be captured into some real change,” she
said.
.

:

Nov 7,2 p.m.: Henle Village complex. Student arrested for destroying
university property. Theincident was
witnessed by another student.

Would you like to be one of

THE Happy FEW

Saturday Nov. 13th

gl

open to gays.) Write for free info. to:

$30.00
(301) 220-0132

The Happy Few

Dept. GT, Box 382805
Cambridge, MA 02238

|Mole]

Six-Figure Income
OLDE Discount is looking for energetic people
to start a career in the brokerage business.
Requirements include:

College Degree
General Market Knowledge, and
Excellent Communication Skills
OLDE

offers:

6 to 12 Month Extensive Training Program
Competitive Salary and Commission Structure
Relocation Possibilities
Call Peter Floyd for more information:

1 800 937-0606

ONE-WAY STUDENT FARE

OLDE will also be recruiting on campus at
Georgetown University on November 18th -

i

At this rate, your parents would
probably be ecstatic if you left school.
Especially if you came home to visit.
You can take advantage of this $72
one-way fare between New York's
LaGuardia Airport and Washington
D.C’s National Airport, or New York
and Boston’s Logan Airport.
The student fare is valid Monday
through Friday, 10:30 a.m.to 2:30 p.m.

and 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. On Saturdays and Sundays you can use them
anytime you want.
If you find you want to travel frequently, you can also take advantage
of the Delta Flight Pack,™ which is a
book of four one-way tickets for just
$229, or a book of eight one-way
tickets for just $419.
And just by enrolling in Delta’s

A DELTA SHUTTLE

contact the career center to set up an interview.

#0OLDE
America’s Full Service Discount Broker”
Member

NYSE

A

& SIPC

Want to End Hunger and Poverty?

Give it up!
Frequent Flyer program you can accumulate valuable mileage for future
travel.

For more information, call your
Travel Agent or Delta at 1-800-2211212. And remember, study hard, eat

A meal that is. Join people on your campus and
thousands of other students across the country in
Oxfam America’s 20th annual Fast for a World
Harvest campaign. Whether you sign away a meal,
attend an Oxfam Hunger Banquet, or simply make a
donation, you'll be supporting long-term solutions to
poverty and hunger in 30 nations, including the U.S.

all your vegetables, and leave school

Fast Nov. 18

whenever you can.

Sign-up

#.

Conditions of travel: Valid for youths 12-24 yours of age only on the Delta Shuttle. Proof of age required. Travel at non-designated youth times is permitted upon payment of the difference
etween the fare in effect at the time of travel and the value of the Flight Pack ticket. Flight Pack travel valid for one (1) year trom the date of issue. Books and coupons are non-transferable
to different individuals. Entire book must beJregented at time of travel. Coupons are invalid if detached from book. There are no refunds for lost or stolen He ht Pack books. Refund and
cancellation penalties will apply. Passengers’ facility charges up to $12 will apply. Fares and rules are subject to change without notice. ©1993 Delta Air Lines, nc.

HAS, 11/16,1117
in cafeterias during
lunch and dinner

os]

WOT LE
HARVEST

®

Are you young and college-educated?
Are you seriously searching for love?
We offer self-descriptive essays and
let you decide whom to contact. (Also

American University

Without Upsetting
~ Your Parents.

1200

Nov. 6, 9:50 p.m.: R St., 3700
block. Student reported being robbed
and physically
assaulted
at
knifepoint. The suspects were described as a male, 6’3”, 200 Ibs.,
bearded, and short dreadlocked hair;

NIRVANA

Lr

6, 2 p.m.:

block. Student reported missing
wallet. The credit cards were used to
make fraudulent purchases.

It's just one aspect of Kaplan's Total Training method for raising your score—part of
the world's greatest arsenal of test-taking techniques, reasoning skills, content

LSAT MCAT GMAT G
RE

REPORT

Watch for other events

Oxfamy¥Y
Americar

Friday. November
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Letters to the Editor

Howlfest 1993: What Went Wrong

Founded January 16, 1920

The

Alumni

Tuesday's forum on financial aid
brought to the fore the all-too-familiar

problems the university currently, faces
regarding its financial shortfalls. As evi-

Connection

The Pub Needs Student Support to Survive \

financial aid burden lies with the departures of John Kudless and Gary Krull
from the Office of Alumni and University

To The Editor:
In the time since Howlfest, there has
been a great deal of criticism pointed at
the event and its organizers. I admit that
many mistakes were made but especially with regard to the article by Jay
Murphy in the Nov. § issue of THE Hoya
[“What Happened to Howlfest?”’], many
of the claims were unfair, unjustified or
simply untrue. It is not the place of any
publication or individual to make judgements on situations they know little
about. The Basement made mistakes
and they took a toll on the party, but
many of the problems were exacerbated
by a general lack of communication
among the organizer groups as well as
intolerable conduct by a few students
who arrived at the event in a severely
impaired state and made it their duty to
ruin Howlfestforevery oneelse. I would
like to attempt to set the record straight
regarding what we did do wrong and
why as well as to defend The Basement
as to the many false claims made against
it.
WHAT WE DID WRONG:
1. Location. Howlfest should nothave
been held in the Commons and The
Basement was not sufficiently large to
serve as the only beer garden. The site
was moved to the Commons to improve
accessibility and logistics in addition to
insuring the separation of the beer garden from underage participants. The
general consensus was that the event
would benefit from the large entrances
and exits, the built in stage and the
openness of the space.
2. Failure to plan sufficiently for the
arrival of very large numbers of people
over a short period. A better system for
channelling people into the Commons
could have been devised which would
have allowed Senior Class Committee
to check IDs more efficiently.
3. There should have been more

Relations (OAUR).

denced by the high turnout by students
at the forum, this issue is one which
merits the full attention of the adminis-

One of the largest untapped resources
this university has is its alumni base.
Despite the significant number of Geor-

tration.

getown

Of interesting note at the forum was the
statement that the university will remain
committed to its need-blind admissions
policy, as well as meeting the full financial needs of its students. Georgetown is
one of the few top schools in the nation
that still follows such policies, despite the
costs they have imposed upon the university. Nonetheless, the administration
should continue this course of action so
that it will continue to attract the finest
students.
Need-blind admissions and full guaranteed aid «ic present some drawbacks,

the university has had a difficult time in
soliciting funds from this group. As a
result, Georgetown’s endowment ranks
among the worst of the country’s larger
private schools.

alumni

in prominent

positions,

Part of the problem in this regard comes
from the fact that many alumni are dissatisfied with the university. The next
Vice President of OAUR must undertake
efforts to bring alumni back into the
university fold. Whoever fills this post
must

realize that alumni

aid could per-

suffered a shortfall of $800,000 last year

haps be the key to reversing Georgetown's
financial woes.
Georgetown's image among alumni
needs to be improved, and OAUR stands

in available funds for financial aid awards.

in a prime position to change the current

Consequently, many students were denied financial aid packages, leaving them
in dire straits at the beginning of the year.
While the administration has adopted

situation. We recommend that the uni‘versity address this issue head on as the

however.

aid needs

Because of the rising financial

of its students,

Georgetown

some short-term solutions to thesc problems, it must devise a permanent course

of action
One

to alleviate

opportunity

to

Some

these
ease

difficulties.

Georgetown'’s

Choice

It's that time again, Georgetown.
Just when you thought midterms were

over and you could take a few week(ends)
off, those little green course guides have
appeared at your local dean's office. Preregistration, that wonderful season of
crushed hopes and interminable waiting
lists is upon us.
But while you're comparing notes on
the best professors for Problem of God
and Accounting II, take a few minutes to
reflect before you find a pencil and fill in
the bubbles with the same classes every
one else is trying to get. Why not use some
of your free electives and take a class that
just sounds interesting? Some of the best
classes offered at this university are the
ones that don’t fulfill any requirements.
The following is a list of 20 courses that
come highly recommended and that you
should consider taking — courses you
may have overlooked the first time around:
ACCT-181 Business Law I — T. Cooke
AMST-305 Music and Society in American Culture — E. Null
CLAS-233 Introduction to Greek Archaeology — J. Higginbotham
COSC-071 Introduction to Computer
Science I — T. Snyder
ENGL-157 Studies in Medieval Litera-

new

OAUR

office. If
proved, it
increased
town can
shortfalls

vice

president

comes

into

alumni relations can be imis highly feasible that through
alumni contributions, Georgeovercome some of its financial
as well.

Alternatives

precautions

ture: Celtic — K. Wickham-Crowley
ENGL-203 Joyce — G. O’Brien
FIAR-066 History of Music II — P. Tacka
FIAR-1883 Performing Arts in Contemporary Society — Webster/Murphy
GOVT-122 Modern Foreign Governments

II — G. Easter

GOVT-492 Tocqueville: Democracy in
America — W. Berns
HEST-170 HIV/AIDS: Impact of Epidemic — M. Lachat
HEST-190 Women’s Health Issues —
Fishbein /Nichol

INAF-414 Republic of China on Taiwan
= C14

INAF-430 African Military Conflict — H.
Howe

INAF-448 Water in the Environment —
T. Beach
MVST-201 Introduction to Medieval
Studies: Age of Dante — P. Szittya
SOCI-003 Introduction to Anthropology
— E. Marakowitz

THEO-034 Teilhard and Theology of
Evolution — T. King
THEO-044 Religion and Ecology — J.
Haught

THEO-174 Sexual Ethics —J. Donahue
WSTP-251
Goldstein

Women

and

the Law — A.

Sean G. Rushton
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mons, the line into The Basement, and

the back hallway were all problem areas
that were not supposed to be our duty.
2. That employees and their friends
“filled The Basement” forcing others
who were of age to wait. Our staff is
currently 45. Fourteen were working
and were not allowed guests. The remaining staff includes 18 seniors who
were not working, and who were allowed in based on their age, not their
employment. The remaining staff in attendance was allowed to bring one friend
only. This group as a whole constituted
less than 20 people.
3. That excessive amounts of beer
were served at The Basement, caus-

ing the crowd to be violent. The number of kegs used for Howlfest was significantly under the average for atypical
weekend night and most of the violence
occurred as a result of drunk students
trying to gain entry. The violence problem was a result of what people had
consumed prior to the event not what
was served to them in The Basement.
4. That the kitchen was full of freeloaders drinking beer ‘on the house.”
There were students in the kitchen and
ordinarily this would be strictly forbid- den. However, in this case, two girls
were very upset because of personal
problems (resulting from separate circumstances) and were allowed to stand
in the kitchen for a time to avoid the
crowds. A few friends were also allowed to comfort them.

5. That people being in the kitchen
constitutes a health code violation.
The kitchen is cleaned and sanitized

money because payments for beer are

placed in the tip jar and not in the
register. When The Basement is
crowded, exact change payments are
often putin the tip jar to quicken service;
however, this money

does not, as Mr.

Murphy claimed, go into the pockets of
the employees. It is counted as revenue
justasif it had been received at the door
or placed in the cash register. Employeesreceive asmall percentage of overall
revenues as tips at the end of each night,
What happened to Howlfest is sad but
theroad to improvement cannot be built
with harsh criticisms of its organizers.
Many people put a lot of time and effort
into its planning and tearing them apart
benefits no one. The Basement, GUSA,
and the other groups involved are all
Student groups trying to provide a service for the university. This task is often
much harder than it appears and admittedly this time there were many problems. Howlfest organizers know their
mistakes and next year changes can be
made if the rest of the university is
supportive.
The worst result of Howlfest is not the
fact that the party did not go as well as
we had all hoped, but rather the censure

rained on all involved groups and particularly The Basement. This year has
brought a lot of positive changes and it
is a shame that one failed event of which
we were only a part has caused a return
to Pub-bashing. In our efforts to fill part
of the void resulting from the lack of a
real student center we need the support
of the students to be successful.
CoURT THOMAS
GENERAL MANAGER
THE BASEMENT

FOR OPERATIONS.

Murphy Should Have Gotten

Deserves Some

The Facts Before Placing Faults

Of Our Respect
To The Editor:
I would like to respond to the
commentaries written on the
Howilfest on the fifth and twelfth of
this month by Jay Murphy and Jen
Kane, respectively. Both commentaries evaluate the problems surrounding the event. Both find serious fault with the men and women
who work at The Basement.
Both members of the SCC seem
more intent upon assigning blame
than looking for solutions. With respect to The Basement, both writers
indulged in name calling and accusations more indicative of nine-yearolds than college students.
Jay decried the free beers given
out as unfair to other patrons and
believes that bartenders often put
money into the “tips” jar rather than
into the till. The latter assumption
indicates a basic misunderstanding
of the Pub’s procedures. The “tips”
jars go entirely into the register at
night’s end, I have been told by Pub
workers, and only are used to speed
up service. Also, I would defy Jay to
cite any bar which does not give out

supports it, is the one staffed by
students all day six days a week. For
each freebie or cut line, I would bet
every Pub worker has spent a late
evening cleaning up the trash and
other debris left by other students
(all this is done,

remember,

for a

wage significantly lower than that
of other university-employed students).
As a patron of the Pub who has
enjoyed many great (and safe) nights
dancing and socializing there, I think
it’s time to stop such needless Pubbashing. We must remember that
such endless criticisms fall not on
some businessman’s desk, but on
the ears of fellow students. Should
there in fact be a sense of fraternity
among Pub workers, it must be one
of loyalty and service rather than
privilege and exclusion. I submit it
is one that deserves our respect and
support rather than our constantcom-

plaints.
Tom ALBUS
CAS '94

To the Editor:
As employees of The Basement, we
feel that an accusation in Jay Murphy’s
- viewpoint should be addressed. First of
all, before criticizing The Basement and

its business practices, one should first
have a greater understanding of everything involved. Murphy should understand exactly how the money is accounted for at the end of the evening.
The money from the tip jars is added to
the money from the drawer, at the end of
the night. It is blatantly wrong to accuse
The Basement’s employees of stealing
money. Employees do not directly receive the money from the tip jars at the
end of an evening. Itis especially wrong
‘to blame The Basement’s monetary loss
on its employees. Murphy would probably be surprised to discover how little
money Pub employees go home with in
tips some night after dealing with belligerent drunks and cleaning up after inconsiderate customers. We are especially outraged that Murphy would accuse us of stealing money from an estab-

|

every day at open and at close. Anything
that may becomedirty atnightis cleaned
before the establishment is opened in
the morning.
6. That The Basement is losing

The Pub

not see, perhaps because she rarely

Christopher J. Brown
Michael Conathan
Scott Kozak
Jodi Padnick

Joslyn Leve

control

any study of the Pub’s financial situationreveals that beer sales are profitable and that the ridiculous rent
burden causes the year-end losses to
which Jay refers.
Jen calls the Pub a fraternity (obviously co-ed as the General Manager of the Pub is a woman) funded
by the university. The Pub Jen does

Patrick C. Lord, Editor in Chief
Jennifer Almeida, Managing Editor
Senior News Editor

to

the occasional free beer. Certainly,

ThekkHova
Amy B. Wiggenhauser
Molly Peterson
Alex Schmitz
Ruth E. Igoe
Andrew Sell
Sarah George

taken

crowds. We did not realize how many
students would already be heavily intoxicated upon arrival. The largest prob-

lem of the night was dealing with students who had been drinking prior to
arrival. Several of these people became
unruly or even violent as a result of the
crowds and lines.
WHAT IS NOT TRUE:
1. That The Basement intentionally
understaffed itself for the night. There
were 14 staff members on duty at
Howilfest including myself (twice the
normal number for a weekend night).
Unfortunately, many of these had to be
utilized outside of the Pub to help control the crowds. The front of the Com-

lishment that we love and would like
nothing better to see it survive for year to
come. Murphy should have been much
.more informed on how the system operates before accusing employees of The
Basement of taking money from sales
for themselves. It is wrong to accuse
people of “abuses at the bar” without
being properly and thoroughly informed.
We

agree

that

the

problems

at

Howlfest should not be blamed entirely

onthe arganizers
of the event. But also,
blame should be ‘extended to the ‘other
20 groups who claimed to be co-sponsoring Howlfest. Their lack of assistance should also be pointed out. The
blame for Howlfest lies with all and not
primarily with The Basement and its
employees.

SHANE LARSON (SFS 95)
MEGAN LAHEY (CAS '94)
PETE COUHIG (GSB '94)
JENNIFER BYRNE (CAS '94)
STEPH PYREK (NUR '94)
PuB MANAGERS

Stop Passing the Blame
And Become Involved
To the Editor:
Howlfest 1993 was unsuccessful. I
disagree, however, with the assessment
of the event by Senior Class Committee

the problems with carding and the eftects of those difficulties at the Howlfest
event. I know how difficult the evening

(SCC) Vice Chair Jennifer Kane in her

volunteering. Rather, I would like to
commend the SCC for being one of the
few groups who showed up to work the
event.
I am genuinely sick of watching
people push blame from one group to
another for the problems of Howlfest.
Howlfest 1993 is over. I would like to
look forward to the future and have
everyone stop criticizing this year’s
Howlfest. It is time to offer constructive
suggestions and begin working to make
nextyear’sHowlfestareally greatevent.
I am also rather tired of people, such

Nov. 9 Letter to the Editor.
Though there were many problems
with the functioning of this year’s
Howlfest, one of the contributing elements was that many underage people
were given bracelets by SCC members
who were carding the event. To the best
of my knowledge, the SCC members
should have been already TIPS-trained
by Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
of Washington, DC. Perhaps they need
arefresher course. SCC members should
know from their training that a DPS
officer is there to oversee the smooth
functioning and security of the event,
notto determine for the SCC the validity
of identification.
Also in TIPS training, the SCC members should have learned the appropriate manner to deal with belligerent and
drunk patrons, whoever they might be or
claim to be. No one should have been
allowed to enter the Howlfest
event without paying and no one should have been
given a bracelet if they were under 21.
All Basement workers and managers
are TIPS-trained and the tenets of TIPS
training are always enforced to the best
of our ability.
Ido not wish to condemn the SCC for

was for all of us who were working or

as Jennifer Kane, criticizing The Base-

ment without offering constructive solutions to better it. I have been working
at The

Basement

for three

years,

all

along trying to better it and diversify it.
I can only do my small part at The
Basement or at Georgetown. If you are
a Georgetown student who wants to
improve Howlfest, The Basement, or
the university at large, let’s stop passing
the blame or being a critic and get involved. I truly hope that in the future,
we, as students, can work together to
build a better Georgetown.
Ber DALEY
SFS '95
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Academic Integrity at Georgetown
Coping With the Challenges Posed by Dishonesty Requires Creative Solutions From the Whole Community
ve

Joseph Lepgold
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Proctoring and Policing
Teachers Face Dual Burden of Instructing and Enforcing

osing
EW ISSUES AFFECTA UNIVERSITY MORE
than academic honesty. I do not
say thislightly. Because academic
honesty is so central to a university’s
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missions, the way we define and enforce

Ss Mr.

our standards on this matter says much
about our values and priorities.
In my view of academic life, intellec-
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Cheating forces
teachers to practice
unpleasant
procedures that we
would all rather
avoid.
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when they entered to’take an examina:

tion. This was even more necessary, I
thought, because I had distributed the
possible essay questions:in advance. I
do not want to change the kind of exam
that I give in that class — I feel that
letting students think over the questions
leads to more thoughtful answers — but
I felt forced to become a part-time policeman. I do not want this role, and it

tS
1 like
ear to
much

operf The
sales

ery of some guilty people, it would prob-

ably do more harm than good. I do not
want a campus in which tension among
students is so high that normal human
interaction and cooperation is threatened.
If students must inform on others, the
level of suspicion would rise dramatically — far more, I suspect, than is
warranted by the actual rate of cheating.
People should be encouraged to exchange ideas, talk about their work outside of class and help one another. While
no such legitimate activity would be
specifically threatened by a military

faculty and administrators, we all should

tual honesty is absolutely vital. To take
someone else’s ideas and use them as
one’s own, or to otherwise cheat, is just
as much a theft as shoplifting. The faculty knows this of course, since scholarship is our life, but students must understand it too. They must realize that plagiarism attacks the very foundation of
what we do here.
First, and most obviously, cheating is
unfair to students who try hard to do
their own work well. Yetitalsohasmore
subtle, if no less pernicious, effects. An
environmentin which cheating isknown
to occur can lead to unpleasant procedures that we would all rather avoid.
Because one of my courses is quite large
and monitoring students is difficult, last
year I asked all of them to put their
bookbags in the front of the classroom

ity is

students that we trust them to be honest,
I think the vast majority of them will live
up to our expectations.
If we do decide to adopt an honor
code, I hope we do not require students
to inform on other students they know,
or think, have broken the rules. While
this would doubtless lead to the discov-

degrades the quality of our common
experience here when I and others feel
compelled to assume it.
How can we deal with this problem as
a community? Without getting into specific proposals, which I will leave to the
appropriate committees, I want to suggest two principles by which we should
shape our response.
The first is that we do so as a community. Because cheating affects students,

be involved in establishing and maintaining the procedures to deal with it. All
three constituencies should be represented on whatever bodies are developed to address the issue, and I favor
some kind of standing body to monitor
how any new rules or procedures work
in practice. To me, a community approachis vital because it symbolizes our
shared stakes in this matter: cheating
affects everyone on this campus who is
academy-type honor code, the atmoinvolved in the learning and evaluation
sphere of trust and helpfulness from
process.
which we all benefit might be underSecond, we should think carefully
mined.
about the direction in which we want to
Let us then consider the issue serigo. Is an honor code the best approach?
ously, in view of our large stake in it, but
What would it give us that we don’t
already have? My guess is that just about
all of our students know that cheating is
wrong and understand what constitutes
unacceptable academic conduct. If so, I
can see two possible benefits to an honor
code.
Such a code would serve as an even
more explicit warning to anyone tempted
to cheat that we will not tolerate such
behavior. Freshmen could be advised of
this quite plainly in recruitment material, during new student orientation and
so on. Faculty and administrators could
reiterate the message at class meetings prudently and thoughtfully. What do we
during subsequent years. In this way, no
want our teaching and learning environone could be in doubt as to our institumentto belike? Whatdo we wanteverytional seriousness about the matter; and
day interactions among students to be
we would be justified in penalizing cheatlike? How can we promote the healthiers severely.
ey
est interactions between students and
' :On the positive side; an honor code
faculty. If we reason through these iswould make heavy-handed procedures
sues carefully, we will come up with
formonitoring student behavior less necgood answers.
:
essary. To me, an academic atmosphere
in which I, other faculty and our students
can concentrate on the content of idea is
Joseph Lepgold is a professor in the

If we show our
students that we trust
them to be honest, I

think most will live up
to our expectations.

amost valued good. If we can show our

government

department.
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Honor Code Policy and Politics
I

WOULD LIKE YOU ALL TO TAKEA JOURNEY

with me into the future. The year is
2015 at Georgetown University: 15
years after the institution of a universitywide honor code. What do we see as we
look into the GU classrooms of the 21st
century?
Are students suspiciously jotting
down their answers for a midterm, looking over their shoulders every few minutes. Or are they taking their blue books
home with them, ‘free to write long,
involved, thoughtful answers tothe questions professors pose?
The debate brewing on campus centers around these two images. Those in
favor of an academic honor code believe
it will make the university more credible
and solve the problem of academic dishonesty. Those against the idea of acode
believe it would not only fail to stop
cheating, but would also create an atnosphere of conflict, pitting students against

each other in an Orwellian nightmare.
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David Clopper

But the issue of an honor code did not
suddenly emerge as a front-page story in
the school newspapers. In 1990, the
School of Foreign Service academic
council proposed the creation of an ad
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hoc honor code committee to evaluate
“whether there exists at [Georgetown] a

need for an honor code; and, if so, to
draftaproposal for the format and implementation of such a code.” The committee consisted of representatives from the
academic councils of all five schools
and I was selected to serve as chair.
The committee decided that there
was a need for an honor code at
Georgetown,
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but not because

we

be-

lieved it would alleviate the problem of
academic dishonesty. We believed the
creation of a uniform honor code system
for the university was needed because
there already existed in each school a de
facto honor code, with its own wording
and adjudication system. With different
codes and, more importantly, separate
adjudication processes, students were
often held to unequal standards and
judged by different systems. The upshot
of a universal code, according to the
committee, was that students in the same
class but different schools would be
adjudicated under the same systems for
_ the same offense.
Having found a need for an honor

code, we set out to construct one. Everyone agreed academic dishonesty poses a
serious threat to the university community and that each student and professor
has an obligation to uphold the dignity

of academia. Deciding how far such a
responsibility extends, however, proved
to be a difficult task.
The debate focused on whether to
include a “toleration” clause. At the
United States Military Academy, for
example, the honor code instructs students not to “steal, lie nor-cheat; nor.
tolerate those who do.” Should the new
code require students to report cheating
and should they be punished for failing
to do so? Some members of the commit-

tee felt a code without such a clause
would be ineffective and “without teeth.”
Others argued that a “toleration” clause

would breed distrust and suspicion
among the whole student body.
How to enforce such a clause was
another question with which the committee struggled. Was iteven possible to
definitively prove someone had “tolerated” academic dishonesty, that they
had actually let someone cheat? In the

end, the board did not include such a
clause, stressing instead the responsibility of each student to maintain not only
his own academic integrity, buthis classmates’ as well. We believed the potential negative effects of a “tolerance”
clause upon the student body and the
non-viability of such a clause in practical situation outweighed any “teeth™ that
itcould give to anhonor code. A “toleration” clause, it seemed, would punish
students caught in a difficult position
and would simply add to their disuess.
We wanted an honor code that would
focus on the perpetrators ol academic
dishonesty — not their friends and classmates. After creating such a code, the

committee set about creating an adjudication process. The system we designed
took into account the current systems
and the university's non-academic adjudication system. The end result was a
process that was both balanced and lair,

that adequately allowed the school
battle academic dishonesty. while
specting cach student's right to a
adjudication process.
After three semesters ol work.

to
refair
the

committee sent drafts ol the plan to wl

schools, received criticism and. further
revised the plan. At long last, the policy
and process were complete. What happened next?
As is often the case in Washington, it
was swallowed by the political machine.
The policy disappeared in the process of
being approved by the academic and
executive councils of each school. Had
the various councils endorsed the policy,
it would have been proposed to the university community and the administration fordebate andidiscussion. Instead,

it was “lost in committee” and now it is
just an obscure and forgotten episode in
the Georgetown'’s history.
Though it was lost in the approval
process, I don’t think the issue of academic integrity should be lost as well.
We need to revive the issue and hopefully bring back the proposal, or at least
the ideas it embodied. An honor code is
neither simply a statement, nor simply
an admonition. It is not a quick fix. An
honor code would be a major overhaul

of the way this university community
faces the problem of academic dishonesty. A code would represent a longterm investment in this school’s academic environment.
An honor code, however, would also
step on alot of toes. Individual schools
would lose their ability to independently
set policy with regard to academic dishonesty. Such a request does not seem

unreasonable, though, considering that
most students take classes with students
from other schools.
An honor code would not only be
beneficial to the university, it is necessary. Not to “solve” the problem of academic dishonesty, but to correct what is
now an incoherent policy, segregated
according to school. The problem of
academic dishonesty
can’t be fixed overnight. We need to fundamentally change
the atmosphere in which it thrives. Such
a change cannot occur, however, until
we have one coherent policy, and one
process that serves the legitimate interests and rights of the administration and
the students.

David Clopper (SFS 94) is the studentrepresentative to the School of Foreign Service Appeals Board.
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Iwas fighting a pack of wolves that got
the better of me.
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use until he is fully functional?

I guess we can, if you've got some
tape.
;
Josh Weiss
SES *96

Never on the first date.
Ron Nicholson

University Staff
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What Iam is whatIam is what you are
or what?

I have to take care of my sister.
Lionel Haas

SES

’95

Buster
Dog

I’m all torn up over my last relationship.
Kelly Carpentiere, GSB ’97
Michelle Saccamanno, GSB

’97
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Finding Humor in Work
y

M&B's Well-Acted ‘Working’ Offers Perspectives on Life
By Matthew Farlie
HOYA Staff Writer
If you were to ask a group of people a
good synonym for the word “work, you
probably wouldn't get “entertainment”

as a response. Chances are, however,
people

wouldn't have

seen Mask and Bauble’s latest production, Working, based on the book by
Studs Terkel. The musical is a compilation of several perspectives of life as
seen through the eyes of various employees, all of whom are unhappy with
their current jobs but afraid to move on
to other careers.
The play opens with a strong scene, as
the lights open onto the full cast standing with their backs to the audience. As
the music starts, they all begin to tell
their life stories — simultaneously. The
entire company begins to sing “All the
Livelong Day,” the play’s catchy opening song.
:
The various characters introduced in
the first act include a steel worker, a

Hog

Cynthia Mendez, Robert HoSang and Pascale Armand (1 to r) in Blackworks: Family Portraits.

Cr

BTE’s Thought-Provoking Performance
father-son relationship through the eyes

By Shakti Shukla
Special to The HOYA

Beyond entertaining, Black Theatre
Ensemble’s production of Blackworks:
Family Portraits is athought-provoking
performance with an important message.
BTE redefines traditional views of African-American society with two short
skits followed by a one-act play.
“Forty in the Shade,” the first of two
scenes directed by Georgetown alumnus Tracey Mitchell, is a glimpse into
the life of a father (Zachary Diggs, SFS
’97) on his 40th birthday. He reflects
back to raising his sons during times of
change and trying to instill the same
values in them that his father taught him

corporate executive, a meter reader, of-

fice employees, supermarket workers,
housewives — and even a hooker. The
play's success comes from the fact that
this ensemble is capable of performing
in various roles, since there are over 30
roles played by a cast of 14.
The common thread between the characters is the general unhappiness each
See WORKING, p. 7

a

Raquel Aceves/The HOYA

Courtesy of Mask & Bauble

Members of the Working cast ham it up.

Desmond Sammy’s (SBA ’96) touching

narration makes it possible to look at the

of both father and son.
The second scene, “RoseLily,” depicts a southern Christian woman struggling with societal taboos against marrying a Muslim man. Narrators Desiree
Blackwood (SFS *96) and Angelita Bush
(CAS 95) reveal the hidden fears of the

bride, played by Pascale Armand (CAS
’95), through their insightful and energetic commentary.
“Wine in the Wilderness,” a one-act
play directed by Mimie Munnings (CAS
'94), closes the evening with a look at
various relationships within contemporary black society. Armand plays the
role of Tomorrow Marie, a woman born
and raised in Harlem who brilliantly and
at times painfully compares the varying
levels of consciousness between herself

Trin;

Hopkins
Shines In
‘Remains’

and the writers and painters with whom
she interacts. Set in a New York flat
during ariot, the dramaintensely teaches
that before conflicts between races end,
people mustunite within their ownraces.
Bevon Thompson

(SBA

’96) devel-

ops his role masterfully as Bill while
serving as a backdrop to Tomorrow’s
growth, Cynthia Mendez (SFS ’95) and
Robert HoSang’s (SES ’96) clever performances provide comic relief as well
as further insight into the show.
Blackworks: Family Portraits plays

in Walsh Black Box Nov. 11 and 12 at
8 p.m. and Nov. 13 at 2 and 8 p.m.
Tickets are $7 general admission, $5
for students and $3 for the Sunday
matinee. Call 687-1625 for more info.

Players’

Divine Humor
By Jerry Wright
HOYA

By John A. Russ

Even though the Trinity Players are
staging a musical comedy, there is much
more than laughter filling O Streets:
Trinity Theatre these days. It seems that
the Holy Spirit has also arrived from the
next-door church, helping singing nuns
create a spiritual atmosphere in the community theater.
Combining great acting and music,
Dan Goggin’s Nunsense packs ahumorous punch. The plot is complete nonsense. The musical centers on five nuns
who are striving to present a talent show
to raise money for the funerals of four
nuns who died of botulism—as a result
of Sister Julia Child of God’s poorly
cooked food.
The play continues in this nonsensical mode of humor with the four nuns
being temporarily stored in the freezer.
When Sister Mary Amnesia, played by
Georgetown graduate Susan Freel, suddenly remembers to tell Mother Supe-

HQYA Staff Writer

ith
such
films
as
Howard's End and A
Room With a View,

Merchant Ivory Productions has established itself over the
years as a master at recreating
England’s past. Critics have acclaimed Merchant-Ivory for their
subtle attention to detail, whether
for set pieces or for the expression
on their actors’ faces.
The Remains of the Day continues
their flair in rendering modern masterpieces. Based onanovel by Kazuo
Ishiguro, Remains’ central character
is Mr. Stevens, a refined English
butler (Anthony Hopkins) focused
solely on his work and dedicated to
his master, Lord Darlington (James

Anthony Hopkins and Emma

Thompson

in The Remains of the Day.

Fox). Stevens devotes all of his en-

ergies to managing the estate’s huge
staff and entertaining Darlington’s
many foreign guests.

The story begins in the 1950s,
with an aging Stevens working for a
new tenant at Darlington estate, a
former senator played by ChristopherReeve. Stevens receives aletter
from Darlington’s former housekeeper, Miss Kenton (Emma Thompson) and decides to visit her after a
20-year separation. The movie pro-

ceels in a series of flashbacks, as
Stevensrecalls
his and Kenton’s service to Lord Darlington during the
1930s.
Despite the storyline’s deceptive
simplicity, The Remains of the Day
is in reality a devastating tragedy:
the story of one man’s blindness to

love. The only outward emotion
Stevens permits himself is that of
servility to his employer. In essence,
Stevens wishes to be seen as a Robo-

Butler, free of any feelings thatmight
impede his work.
During the 30s flashbacks,
Stevens’ employer hosts meetings
with world leaders in a futile attempt
to avert world war. Stevens concerns himself only with preparing
the mansion for the guests and disre-

Kenton

gards both the waning health of his

Stevens about her strong feelings
for

father (an “underbutler” on the staff)
and his master’s

fascist leanings.

increasingly pro-

Stevens’ devotion to work also
precludes the possibility of romance
with Kenton. Initially angered by
Steven’s haughty attitude, Kenton
slowly falls in love with her older
co-worker. Neither is willing to discuss their emotions openly, though
frequently

drops

hints

Staff Writer

rior Mary Regina (Chris Bicknell) that

the health inspector is coming, the nuns
must quickly clean out the freezers and
come up with some money for a proper
burial.
A fun aspect of Nunsense is the nun’s
narration throughout the play, nicely
allowing the actors to interact with the
audience. At one point, the nuns even
give a quiz on the order of events up to
that point.
:
The nuns interact with the audience at
times other than the quiz as well. At the

to

him.
Stevens, however, remains stub-

See REMAINS, p. 7

beginning of both acts, the nuns talk to
the audience, creating their own jokes.
This interactive twist creates a unique
opportunity for the characters to have
the audience sing Happy Birthday to
Sister Mary Leo; played by Michel«
Dachtler, and to also use them in the »
final scene.
Another highlight of Nunsense is the
variety of music in the production, which
includes music ranging from country to
soft rock to Broadway tunes and even
good old-fashioned Southern gospel.
Sister Mary Hubert, played by Amy
Graves, could rival any great gospel
singer with the way she belts out her
lyrics.
In the final scene, the actors and audience “have church,” asthey say in southem Baptist churches. There is hand clapping and a good time is had in praising
the Lord. This church-like feeling comes
from the continued interaction of the
audience and the actresses, making the
play a “miraculous” success.
One of the greatest things about
Nunsense is the theater in which it is
staged. As a community theater, the
Trinity Theatre has a sense of community involvement and support, resulting
in a more relaxed atmosphere for the
actresses and the audience.

i

that these same

#S
no

The Trinity Players’ production of
Nunsense plays Nov. 12,13, 14,19 and
20. Call 965-4680 for more info.

THE WEEKENDER
THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS
This Weekend’s

starting at 9 p.m. Call 342-9002 for
more info.
Seleshe Damessae performs the
Ethiopian six-fingered krar and
Seamus Egan strums the Irish tenor
banjo as part of Masters of the
Banjo: A Banjo Blowout! tonight at
7:30 in the Museum of Natural
History's Baird Auditorium (Constitution Ave. at 10th St. NW). Tick-

Leavey Center lobby.

ets are $18, $10 for students. For
more info, call 357-3030.

The Georgetown University
Gospel Choir gives a free concert
in Dahlgren Chapel tommorrow
night at 7:30.

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductee Ruth Brown headlines La-

Tonight, tomorrow and Sunday
night GPB screens Rising Sun in
Reiss 103 at 7:30 and 10 p.m. The
filmstars Sean Connery and Wesley

Snipes as cops. Tickets are $1 for
cardholders and $3 for those who
eat sushi off of other people’s stomachs.

dies Sing the Blues tonight at 8:30
at the Kennedy Center Concert Hall
(New Hampshire Ave. at Rock Creek
Parkway NW). Other performers
include

Carol

and Odetta,

cc

Stereolab, a band headed

by Frenchwoman Laetitia
Sadier and Englishman Tim
Gane, appear at the Black
Cat (1831

14th St. NW)

to-

night. The groups touring in
support of their new album
Transient Random Noise
Bursts with Announcements,
which New York Newsday
called a “mix of cerebral 70s
art rock and bright pop.” For
more info call 667-7960.

467-4600 for more info.

Tomorrow. the Kennedy Center
Concert Hall hosts the Bolshoi Symphony Orchestra at 5 p.m. The
orchestra

Local accoustic duo Tucker and
Counsel play at Caffe Northwest
(3251 Prospect St. NW) tonight

Woods

and tickets are $22.50-$34.50. Call

BEST BET

Ls

GPB sponsors their annual Casino Night tonightin the ICC Galleria from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. The semiformal event. which raises money
for Sursum Corda. offers such prizes
as hotel rooms, concert tickets and
restaurant meals. Tickets are $10 for
cardholders and $12 for noncardholders and are available in the

features

an

all-

Tchaikovsky program and soprano
soloist Maria Gavrilova. Tickets are
$26-$42. Call 467-4600 for more
info.

AtDance Place (3225 8th St. NE),
Stephan Koplowitz and Company
perform Thicker than Water tomorrow at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 4 p.m.
Tickets are $10 general admission

and $5 for students. Call 269-1600
for tickets and more info.

The
Women

National
in the

Museum

Arts

(1250

of
New

York Ave. NW) sponsors a bus tour
oflocal outdoor sculpture by women,
tomorrow at 9 a.m. Reservations are
required and tickets are $35. Call
783-7371 for more info.

Susan Freel as Sister Mary Amnesia.

Courtesy of Trinity Players
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ENTERTAINMENT
MerchantIvory Scores
Again

(bk

To be valid, coupon must
be presented when ordering.
Sunday thru Thursday only.
1 coupon per party.
No other coupons apply.
Restaurant Dining Only.
:

.

:

hidden off the street * nestled amid lighted fountains » by AMC Movie Theater
2300 Clarendon Blvd & Veitch St., Arlington, VA. Courthouse Plaza Metro

offer good until

\4

12/31/93

THE JOHN FE. CONNELLY PROGRAM
BUSINESS ETHICS

REMAINS,

rd

IN

Presents:

from p. 6

bornly unaware of her feelings. He
wants their relationship to be strictly
professional,
but nonetheless he subtly telegraphs his attraction for
Kenton. The housekeeper’s loneliness grows, however, as Stevens
continues to keep his emotions in
check.
.well win him another Oscar for Best
Actor this spring: only an actor of his

M&B Gives

Hopkins in her attention to emotional detail. The beauty and intelligence Thompson brings to her role,
however, make Stevens’ failure to
respond to Kenton’s love somewhat
hard to believe.
Unrequited love and repressed
- emotions lay at the heart of The

A Reflective
Workout

Remains of the Day. Passion lurks
just below the surface of the film’s

characters, yet through timidity or
misplaced loyalties, it is never allowed to burst through the careful
facade of studied mannerisms or refined elocution. Much like the re-

. WORKING, from p. 6
character has in their respective professions. Yet, none lose their hope for the
future, while keeping in mind “what
could have been.” There is even a song
titled, “If I Could’ve Been” at the end of
the first act.
The play is directed by Naomi Wische

cent release The Age of Innocence,

Remains of the Day smothers its
characters in polite civility, drowning all emotions in a sea of supposedly superior moral refinement.

(SLL ’94), and she clearly has her cast

under full control. The cast themselves
are atalented group of students, ranging

stature could convey a thousand re-

"The State of Ethics in American Business"

pressed emotions with a stooped
shoulder or distant stare. And as she
demonstrated in Howard's End and
Much Ado About Nothing, Thompson is a great actress, equal to

a lecture to be given by

from under age 10 to a graduate student.

The Remains of the Day is now

|

They all seem to have great fun with
their parts, and it is clear that they know
their characters well.
Some cast members give outstanding
performances, especially. Bob Long
(GSB ’97) in his “gas man” routine. In
this scene, he runs up behind women,
screaming “GAS MAN!”
One can’thelp
laughing when they realize how much
joy he gets from their startled expressions. David Clopper (SES '94) and
Brent Schindele (MSFES 95) also have
strong parts in their roles as amason and
a steel worker, respectively.
The play is being performed in Poulton
Hall — Mask and Bauble’s mediumsized home. The technical aspects of the
play are used much more effectively in

WE GO WHERE YOU GO:

cast close to the audience. The lighting

playing

at the

Cineplex

Odeon

Uptown (3426 Connecticut Ave.
NW). Call 966-5400 for more info.

James B. Stewart

BOOK

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and
author of the best selling book,

Te

EY

DEN OF THIEVES

FOR

On Monday, November 22, 1993 at 6:00 pm
|

The Intercultural Center Auditorium
For futher information, call 687-7626
Admission Is Free.

:

>

this small setting, bringing the ensemble
and sound on the play is excellent, and

LONDON
$195
PARIS
$245
AMSTERDAM ~~ $229
ZURICH
$289
CARACAS
$215
MEXICO C.
$199
TOKYO
$410

All Are Invited to Attend.

the occasional sound effects add to the
final product, giving the characters something to talk about. For example, as a
steam whistle blares in the background,
all characters who are sitting motionless, suddenly check their watches and

Fares are each way, from Washington, based on a
round trip purchase. Taxes & surcharges not included. Restrictions apply. Some fares may require
an International Student
ID and/or are age restricted.

+
*
*
*
*
*

stand up.
Working is a definite go-see, a play
which helps us all examine our goals in
life. The cast, crew, and overall presentation earn this play much credit, and the
only way to earn this credit is by “working.

SNORKELING
BLUE WATER SAILING
HIGH SEAS ADVENTURE
PROFESSIONAL CAPTAIN
5 DAY AND 7 DAY PACKAGES
25 SAILING YACHTS RANGING 35.5 TO 43 FEET

Mask and Bauble’s production of

CALL (800) 714 - 8687

3300 Mt, NW, Washington, DC20007

FLORIDA
KEYS
CHRISTMAS & SPRING BREAK

Ce

11-13 and

17-20.

Tickets are $6 for students, $8 general

admission, Call 687-6783 for tickets
and more info.

IT'S A PIRATE'S LIFE !

202-337-6464

BAND

|

Working runs Nov.

Classic Beauty

CONCERT

at

November 13, 1993
8 pm
Gaston Hall

E.M.C.
Medical Electrolysis
Permanent Make—up
Corrective Skin Care (facial)

Admission $3,
Students $1

Waxing (20% Discount
until Jan. 31, 1994)
Dupont Medical Building

1234 19th Street, NW Suite 408
(202) 234-3531
We Accept Visa &
Mastercard

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Free Consultation

WALT DISNEY PICTURES
PRESENTS

THE

THREE

MUSKETEERS
ALL FOR ONE. AND

Sl 03ND
eA (LOR)
Oty 0) EAL OAR
0
Distributed by BUENA VISTA PICTURES DISTRIBUTION, INC.

FOR ALL.

i a] GSA ROL VE RENT RR (NOI
0300) BO 0

GTHE WALT DISNEY COMPANY
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BR Lf
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SE pay
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Olives

Tomato Sauce

Mushrooms

12

Pizza Hut Delivers!
For Free Delivery Call

DELIVERY/CARRYOUT
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per visit at participating
“The Works” coupon.

11/19/93
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Quiz woris
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|
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©]
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Friday, November 12

8 p.m. The GUSA Lecture Fund presents
Dr. Judith Asner who will speak on eating
disorders in Healy 103.

The Senior Class Committee (SCC) will be
taking sign-ups all this week for volunteers to
work at a soup kitchen. Sign-ups are in 429
Leavey Center.

~

The Class Committees will be conducting a
food and clothing drive today and tomorrow.
Non-perishable foods may be dropped off in
front of Vital Vittles all day and clothing will
be accepted in New South Cafeteria during
dinner.

9-10 p.m. The Graduate Group meets in St.
Mary’s conference room.

information, call Laura at (703) 528-7216 or

Tuesday, November 16

Clark at (202) 332-4409.

3-5 p.m. Walk-in hours at the Career Cen-

1:15 p.m. The Islamic Society of George. town offers Islamic Prayers in the Copley
| Basement prayer room.

11 a.m.-8 p.m. GUSA and Peer Education
sponsor “Healthy Snack Day.” Tables with
information and free samples will be in the
Leavey Center until 4 p.m. and in Yates from
4-8 p.m.

ter, fifth floor Leavey Center.

5:30-6:30
p.m. Christian meditation in Healy

110.

4 p.m. The Environmental Society sponsors
a newspaper recycling tour of the Capital

|

Fiber Plant. To RSVP call 784-8773.

‘|

Rue, Director of Student Programs, who will

6-8 p.m. Tuesdays at the Career Center
features Heidi Steiger who will speak on Banking and Money Management.

11:30 a.m.-2 p.m. Bagel lunch at the JSA
house, featuring Rabbi Nathan Abramowitz
from the Theology Department.

speak on “Women as Leaders" in the Village
A Community Room.

6:30-7:30 p.m. Bible study on I Corinthians
in Healy 110.

6:30 p.m. Shabbat Services at the Jewish

7-8:30 p.m. Bread For The World sponsors
a panel with area hunger activists in ICC 104.

3:30-5 p.m. The Office of International
Programs sponsors a free Intercultural Coffee
Hour for Georgetown students, faculty and
staff in 450 ICC.

4-5 p.m. The Women’s Center hosts Penny
|

Student Association (JSA) house (1314 36th

11 a.m.-1 p.m. Career decision testing at the
Career Center, fifth floor Leavey Center.

Sunday, November 14

7:30-8:30 p.m. The Sophomore Class Committee meets in the Leavey Club Room.

5:30-7 p.m. Baptist Campus Ministry group
meets in St. Mary’s conference room.

8 p.m. The Students for Animal Rights
group holds an organizational meeting in
White-Gravenor 204.

6-7 p.m. The Volunteer and Public Service
Center hosts an information session about
Georgetown volunteers in South Africa and
Namibia

9-10 p.m. Lutheran Service in Copley Crypt.
Masses at Dahlgren Chapel: 9a.m., 11 a.m.,

11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Protestant service in St.
William’s Chapel.

Crypt.

:

6-7:30 p.m. The Career Center presents
Brian Gaston who will speak on “How to Get
a Job or Internship on the Hill” on the Fifth
Floor Leavey Center.

3-5 p.m. Weekly worship in St. William's
Chapel.
5:45 p.m. The SCC hosts “The Cultural _
Thing” featuring the Maggini String Quartet
atthe National Gallery. The event is free to all
Seniors. Students should RS VP to 687-4093 .

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

8.99 CD

KEN NORDINE
UPPER LIMBO

THE WONDER STUFF
CONSTRUCTION FOR THE
INCLUCES “ON THE ROPES”
AND “FULL OF IF (HAPPY NOW)

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

4.99 CS

RED RED GROOVY

MAE,

MOORE
’

52
including:

7-8:30

6:30 p.m. The Junior Class Committee holds
its weekly meeting in White-Gravenor 201.

p.m. Bread For The World

in White-Gravenor

MY LIFE WITH THE
THRILL KILL KULT

Ves

Plum
envy
including
BLUE
DIE LIKE SOMEONE

;

presents

12:30 p.m. The Bisexual, Gay

Lunch

ns

town

Te

11.99 CD

Islamic Prayers

HA

a

WASH

D

Cc

u

0

ROCKVILLE

D.C.

meets

in

se

TYSONS

CORNER

west

of

Foggy Bottom

VIDEO...

(202) 223-3900

TYSONS

0

ANNAPOLIS

Metro

Congressional
RECORDS

"DC. ONLY

[mers VIDEO

CORNER | ANNAPOLIS
2566 Solomons Is. Rd. (Rt. 2)

8389 Leesburg Pike

1685 Rockville Pike

(202) 331-2400

Fellowship

0

ROCKVILLE

Penasyivania Ave. N.W.

2
ocks

Christian

NH

1

WASHINGTON,

7-9 p.m.
Walsh 495.

Lae

of George-

4,

6:30 p.m. Shabbat Services atthe JSA house.

7:30 p.m.A panel discussion on the death
penalty will be held in McNeir Auditorium.

SALE ENDS 11/30/93

and Lesbian

id
7-10 p.m. Marian Prayer in Copley Crypt.

7.99 CS

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY!

Crypt.

4-6 p.m. Career decision testing at the Ca-

11.99 CD

7.99 CS

in Center a

p.m. The Islamic Society

—

mw i

i

Friday, November 19

conference room.

o

7.99 CS

| WANT IT ALL

1:15

5-6 p.m. Bereavement support group meets
| in New North 107.

11.99 CD

7.99 CS

MAJESTY CRUSH

VENUS MEETS PLUTO

7-9 p.m. Harambee Fellowshipin St. Mary's

reer Center, fifth floor Leavey Center.

11.99 CD

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

For more

8-9:30 p.m. Bread For The World sponsors
a candlelight vigil in ICC Red Square.

a:
who will speak on a
toEnd Hunger” in the Leavey Program Room.

15

208.

COAT OF SHAME

7:30p.m. AIESEC general meeting in WhiteGravenor 201A.

7 p.m. Georgetown Pride holds its weekly
meeting in Henle 15.

;

&

=.

t

6-7:30 p.m. The Andean Student Association sponsorsa Spanish discussion with Emesto
Samper Pizano, a Colombian Presidential Candidate in the 7th Floor Lounge of ICC.

5:30-6:30 p.m. Orthodox Vespers in Copley

November

PJ HARVEY
THE 4-TRACK DEMOS
14 SONGS IN DEMO FORM

information call 687-3703.

Wednesday, November 1

12:30 p.m.,Sp.m.,7 p.m., 8:30 p.m., 10p.m.,
11:15 p.m.

Monday,

JAMES
LAID

INCLUDES “LAID.
SOMETIMES™ AND “SAY SOMETHING
ls.

BOHEMIA / BECAUSE OF LOVE

Saturday, November 13

oe

VAYSA

Q

MAE MOORE

7:30 p.m. Beyond Dahlgren holds its
monthly educational meeting in Henle 15.
Sister Carol Taylor will talk about life issues.

7-8:30 p.m. Christian Fellowship meeting
in Walsh 495. For more information call Shawn
Malone at 338-2278.

BN

5-7 p.m. The Career Center hosts a “Dress
For Success Workshop”. Women should attend from 5-6 p.m. and men should attend
from 6-7 p.m.

Street).

|

Israel Alliance

Thursday, November 18

8-9:30 p.m. Bread For The World hosts a
coffee house in Leavey Commons.

12:30 p.m. The Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian
Lunch Group meets at Center Grill. For more
i

9 p.m. The Georgetown
meets at the JSA house.
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KEN HOUSE]

No More

Time Will

Waiting; The
Time Is Now

and

I are both going

to possess

In
a

condition rare in men our age: high
blood pressure.
Benson’sskyrocketing systolic un-derstandably resulted from the very

difficult 25-24 loss his team suffered
Saturday against St. John’s. The
Hoyas posted a 24-0 third-quarter
lead versus the MAAC Conferenceleading Redmen, only to see their
advantage melt and crumble like a
Keebler fudge stripe cookie in the
hands of a three year old.
My
hypertension,” unlike
~ Benson's, did not directly originate
from that loss. Rather, it was the
result of the tablespoons of salt I had
to ingest while listening to the postgame comments made by the non-

football oriented Georgetown community. Many fans called the loss
“ridiculous” while others said “we
choked.” By even mentioning these
few words, I am giving too great a
voice to these unknowing fans.
I trust the football insight of very
few people.»Vince Lombardi, John
Madden and my Dad (two foulmouthed geniuses and my dad, who
is just foul-mouthed) are the only
people to whose ideas I lend credence.

The

casy-to-second-guess

nature of football coaching leads me
to disregard the opinions of the average fan. The hard truth regarding
many fans is that they're quick to
say “you should have...” after afailed
play without possessing reasons to
support this appraisal.
I am not going to exonerate
Benson, his staff or the team for the
loss, however. Clearly, the team has
to find a way to put the game away
when it has a big lead. Whether it be
a touchdown, great defensive play,
kick to the groin or a gunshot wound,
Georgetown should have sent the
Redmen back to New York with an
“L” on their record.
But it didn’t happen and a couple
of bad play calls in the fourth quarter
are not solely responsible (Memo to
Offensive

Coordinator

Shawn

Halloran — please don’t call for the
two-yard quarterback sneak ever
again). The defense allowed some
big second-half plays and a huge
Redmen rushing performance. These
shortcomings fall on the shoulders

of Benson, who runs the defense,
and his players. Basically, there is
enough blame for everyone.
" But I wonder if it is unfair or too
early for GU football fans to point
the finger at Benson or his staf.
Bob Benson is the youngest Division I coach in the nation and his
staff reflects this. The staff, while
short on experience, relates very well
to the players. Georgetown has made
a smooth switch to Division I and
performed respectfully in its new
conference. These accomplishments
testify to the successful off-the-field
transition made by Benson and his
staff. This is no easy

task consider-

ing the plight of long-time NFL assistant turned Washington Redskins

Head Coach, Richie Petibon.
On the field, Benson’s biggest
problem and greatest success has
been in molding the young talent he
has accumulated at the skill positions. Eighteen-year-old freshman
quarterback Bill Ring, who had his
best game of the season against St.
John’s. is maturing into an effective
leader for the Hoyas after a trying
early season (Memo to Benson —
It’s against NCAA Rules to start a
quarterback who does not shave).

In college football, only the major
powers stockpile the necessary tal-

ent to ensure smooth transference
from one coach to another. In the
pros, only the 49’ers George Seifert
has won a championship in his first
season. Itis not easy to be the “New
Kid in Town.”
But the team’s transition to
Benson and his staff has been
smooth. Benson has gained the respect of players, instituted a proven
system and recruited the skill position players able to implement the
system. The final step will be to let
each faction of the team — the
coaches, players and system — become integrated. Once this happens,
Georgetown is going to be successful.

The responsibility of Hoyafans is
to simply be patient and give the
team the time it needs to grow.

his

first year at

the
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Georgetown Closes Out Season With 3-0 Loss

Georgetown’s

By week’s end, Georgetown’s
Head Football Coach Bob Benson

D.C.

Field Hockey

SCOTT KOZAK

Come

UNIVERSITY. WASHINGTON

helm,

Georgetown football Head Coach
Bob Benson had wanted the
Georgetown-St. John’s game to develop into a “real interconference
rivalry.” But after watching last
Saturday’s debacle, I'm sure the
Redmen are saying the exact same
thing. What other team would totally shut down the conference’s top
running back (the same back who
‘has consistently victimized the
Hoyas two years running) and surge
ahead to a 24-0 fourth-quarter lead.
. .then blow it?
To be fair, quarterback Bill Ring

and senior wide receiver Paul Belkin
each had one of the best games of
their respective careers. The Hoya
defense played an inspired game,
shutting down the Redmen in short
yardage, long yardage and even special teams situations. Senior defensive back Chris Fazio had a spectacular interception that he ran back
for atouchdown, and linebacker Tom
Wonica was rocking the St. John’s
offensive line all game long. So, you
say, what the hell happened?
The Hoyas fell victim to mistakes
they could have avoided, but they
also suffered as a result of things
they could not control. On both sides
of the ball, stupid penalties killed a
Hoya drive or let the Redmen back
into the game, time after time. Benson
was stalking the sidelines for most
of the game saying how the Hoyas
were letting the Redmen back into
the game with stupid penalties. The
unfortunate fact is, however, that
this young Hoya team needs time to
work out its emotions, which were

sometimes carried too far.
On the offensive side, the situation can be crystallized entirely by
one word: execution. Execution by
the coaching staff and by the players. Several times, on critical third
downs, receivers would catch the
ball ahead of the first-down marker,
while at other times receivers in the

I think that with the
obvious improvement
that Benson has
brought to the
program, deficiencies
which have nagged it
must be addressed.
flat or out of the backfield simply
dropped the ball. These inconsistencies plague even professional teams,
so no one can rightfully disparage
the Hoyasquad. But the players themselves need to work on this aspect of
their game if they plan to create a
winning tradition and close out this
season on a high note.

On the sidelines, I was struck by
some of the plays that were run at
what seemed to be entirely the wrong
time. Two plays in particular struck
me as especially strange, including a
quarterback sneak on third and two
in Redmen territory that resulted ina
timely fumble for St. John’s, and
later in the game, a call for areverse
again in St. John’s territory that resulted in a backfield tackle for aloss.
In my estimation, and the estimation of many others, there was no
excuse for calling either play when
quick passing routes and draw runs
up the middle could have gained
some positive yardage, especially
on a third and two situation. Bill
Ring, despite his considerable talent, was running straight into a big
and opportunistic defense in the
middle without a perfect grip on the
ball during a damp and wet day.
I think that with the obvious improvement that Benson has brought
to the program, deficiencies which
have nagged the program must be
addressed. Especially with such a
young team and a young coaching
staff in this more difficult conference, the team and its coaches need
to know that blowing 24-point leads
donotnecessarily need to be chalked
up to that old “football sucks” syndrome. Rather, it should force the
coaches and players to reevaluate
their progress and focus on making
our program one to respect.

|

Hoyas Finish Williams’ Second Season With 4-13-1 Record After Falling to Wildcats
By Ken House
HOYA Staff Writer

The Georgetown field hockey team’s
season-ending 3-Oroadlossto Villanova
Wednesday was emblematic of their
season. The still-growing Hoyas played
competitive defense, staving off the frequent attacks of the Wildcat offense, but
exhibited the need for improved talent in
the offensive corps.
The loss dropped Georgetown’s
record to 4-13-1, a clear improvement
over the winless 1992 season.
Coach Alison Williams said she was
happy with the strides made by her team,
but added that further growth would
have occurred if the preseason had not
been so short.
“The team showed great improvement,” Williams said. “The thing that
hurt us was the lack of preseason. We
started on the first day of classes and our

first game was seven days later. We

didn’t have a lot of time to prepare.”
At Villanova, the Hoyas played the
Wildcats to a standstill for much of the
first half as sophomore goalkeeper Pat
McKeon made several saves. Villanova
finally broke through the Hoyas’ defense with 8:57 remaining in the half.
The Wildcats rode the momentum of
their first goal to tally again at the 4:32
mark.
Georgetown allowed Villanova’s third
goal midway through the second half
which put the game away. The Hoyas
managed only two shots on goal and two

penalty corners during the game, evidence that Georgetown must try to recruit more offensive talent. Williams
said that despite the loss, she was pleased
with her team’s play. She added that
several players turned in fine individual
performances.
“We played pretty well, I was pretty

Michael Shulman/ The HOYA

SIC

Villanova was too tough for junior captain Heather Elliot, shown here against Davidson, and her teammates Wednesday;
pleased with the overall effort of the
team. Since it was the last game of the
season everyone was intense and focused.

[Freshman]

Stacy Duca played

really well, she knows what to do with
the ball.”
The steps taken by the Hoyas suggest
that upcoming seasons are going to be
successful. Georgetown ended “The

Streak” which had hung over its head for
two seasons. Also, the Hoyas played
several fine games against nationally
ranked competition. With only two seniors graduating and several young, experienced players remaining, Williams
may have the recruiting ammunition
necessary to entice young talent to “get
in” to the Georgetown Field Hockey

no

team “while the gettin’s good.”
“Things look very bright for the future}
of Georgetown
Ficld Hockey,” Williams|
said. "We have three juniors coming|
back, Heather Elliott and Megan Reich, |
our captains, and leading scorer Natalie
Niers. Sophomore Sara Fox is also a big}
influence on the team because
desire and determination.”
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GU Rowers End Fall Season at Princeton
By Susan Flanagan
HOYA

Staff Writer

The Georgetown men’s and women’s
crew teams wrapped up their fall seasons with strong showings in the
Princeton Chase Race on Carnegie Lake
in Princeton last weekend.
Georgetown’s varsity eight women’s
shell had its “best race of the season,”
according to junior Vanessa Chipman.
The boat came in third place behind
Yale and Dartmouth.
“It was a really good race for us because we hadn’t been performing that
well at the beginning of the fall season,”
said junior Claire Horgan.
Georgetown completed the three-mile
course in 15:55.3, just 4.5 seconds behind first-place Yale and two seconds
behind second-place Dartmouth.
“At the Head of the Charles. . . the
same Dartmouth boat blew by us in the
first mile,” Horgan said. “We have improved a lot because [at Princeton] we

were only two seconds behind them.”
The improvement of the women's
heavyweights could also be seen in their
defeat of George Washington, whose
varsity eight shell finished well behind
the Hoyas.
“GW has beaten us in the past couple
of regattas and they are our rivals, so it
was good to beat them,” Horgan said.

In the Princeton regatta, the boats
were racing against the clock, rather
thandirectly againsteach other. All boats
were launched in ten-second intervals,
which

ended

up

working

to

Georgetown’s advantage.
“It was a long race with not much
scenery, so we had to go hard from the
very beginning,” Chipman said. “We
had Yale right behind us the whole way.
They were pushing us.”
“Georgetown’s other women’s eight
sheltin the race did not fire quite as well,
finishing tenth.
In
the
men's
competition,
Georgetown’s two heavyweight eight:
boats finished 7th and 17th out of 20.
“This wasn’t our best row,” said senior Doug Sanders, who was in the seventh-place boat. “We did much better
the week before at the Head of the
Schuylkill. It was the same lineup but it
just didn’t come together.”
The 17th-place finish ol the second
Georgetown shell was due in large part

Princeton.

“It was really a good finish and a
really good race, * Sanders said. “We
were pretty strong.”
The lightweight boats struggled
slightly, taking 13th and 16th inthe eight
boats competition and Sth and 13th places
in the four boats. Princeton won both
races.
“We were expecting to do a little
better in the eights,” said junior Conal
Groom, captain of the lightweights. The
results were a little disappointing, but
they are an indicator of what we need to
do.”
After closing their fall season with
thisregatta, both the men’s and women’s
teams are looking forward to the spring.
“This was a good way to end the fall
for us,” said Horgan about the women’s
team. “. . .[W]e’ll start out the spring

to the fact that the eight rowers had never
raced together before.
“That was the lirst time we had rowed

together because of sicknesses.” said
sophomore Bill Ryan. “We raced against
some of the top crews in the country. It
was a better row than what our place
showed.”
In the heavyweight quad races, Geor-

season is for is seeing where we stand
and gearing up for the Championships in
the spring,” he said. “A lot can be accomplished over the winter [when we'll
be doing a lot of] indoor training.”

len;

men’s team. “A lot of what the fall

By Bob Tamashunas
HOYA

Staff Writer

The sailing team participated in two regattas,
the War Memorial at Old Dominion and the
MAISA Freshmen Championships at Navy last
weekend. The team’s results were mixed as it
placed seventh in the War Memorial and placed
second in the MAISA Freshmen Championships.
At Sunday’s MAISA Freshman Championships at the Naval Academy, the freshmen sailors finished an impressive second with a total of
107 points. They were defeated by the slimmest
of margins by St. Mary’s, who finished the regatta with a total of 106 points.
Skipper Mike Callahan, and sailors Chris
Abullarrage and Jeremy Parker finished first in
the “A” division, while Jake Robards and Lauren
Oelkers followed with a second-place finish.
With their impressive showing, the Hoyas qualified for the Atlantic Coast Freshman Championships at Harvard this weekend.
At the War Memorial Regatta, Georgetown

sailors’ difficulty with the extremely strong winds
led to several capsized boats. On Saturday, the

At the War Memorial Regatta, the Hoyas finished seventh.

winds ranged from 20-30 knots, Also, the team
was experimenting with a different type of boat

foc
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The Georgetown men’s tennis |
team completed its 1993 fall season
last weekend by sending three of its

Vitt
Cha

members to the ITA Rolex Eastern |

'04)

Regional
Championships
in
Princeton, NJ. Senior John Santoro |
and freshman Chris Dicarlo partici- |

hou

last

pated in the tournament’s singles |
draw, while Santoro and junior Andy
Parker competed in the doubles |
draw.

——

V
Fi

Dicarlo took on Colin Parker of

‘West Virginia in the first round and |
won, 6-2, 4-6, 7-6 (7-5). He went on
to lose his second-round match in |

straight sets to Harvard’s Sudhakar |

Fu

Kosaraju, 6-4, 6-2.
Santoro took on the tournament’s
number-16 seed, Dartmouth’s Dan
Coakley, but lost 6-2, 6-4.

—

Es

The doubles team of Parker and

—

Santoro dropped the first set of their |

Alt

match to a team from Fairfield, 3-6. |

Scien

The Hoya pair then fell behind 2-5in | Cente

the second set before battling back | will b
totiethesetat
5-5. Parker and Santoro | Fiore,
would fail, however, in their attempt | __ Fid
at a come-from-behind victory, as |

$62 n

they lost the second set by the score | Over

of 7-5.

Freshmen Sailors Shine for GU

ile Photo

den

boats finished third, trailing Yale and

knowing that we can race faster; we’ve
accomplished a lot and we're really excited about it.”
Groom had similar feelings about the

HOYA

Suc
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, getown did extremely well, as one of its

Sailing

:

Stu

which caused problems.
“We haven't sailed that type of boat in a heavy
breeze before, so we ran into some problems last
weekend,’ * said sophomore Preston Holdner.
In the “A™ division, sophomore skipper Bill
Ward and alternate crew members sophomore
Bill Ferretti and senior Charles Cooper finished
in tenth place with 99 points. In the “B” division,
Holdner sailed with sophomore Darrow Stephens
and junior Maureen Ryan and garnered a fifthplace finish with 69 points.
Georgetown finished seventh in the regatta
with a total of 168 points. Navy won the regatta
with a total of 67 points, followed by Old Dominion (73 points). St. Mary's (99), Harvard (124),
and Princeton (133). This was the first time all
season that Georgetown finished behind Princeton
in aregatta. However, Georgetown was still able
to qualify for the Atlantic Coast Dinghy Championships at the Coast Guard this weekend.
The Atlantic Coast Dinghy Championshipsis
the culmination of the fall season for the sailors.
Georgetown will compete against the top six
teams in its district.
Also this weekend, some sailors will travel tO
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